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SOURCE OF ALIENATION, SUGGESTION

Are there alienated people here?

Lu Yuan looked at the several high-level Yali City Night Watchers with surprise smiles in front of

him, and his heart was full of consternation.

His eyes swept across the top of the night watchman in front of him.

There are a total of five people, and he is not sure which one has been alienated.

He remained calm, and a smile appeared on his face:

"Don't you introduce me?"

The headed middle-aged man patted his forehead and smiled apologetically:

"Sorry, sorry, I have been so busy recently because of this alienation incident. I have forgotten. I am
Sha Jian, the minister of the Night Watch Division of Yali City, and this is Vice Minister Mika.
Tang Fei, the person in charge, this is Bernie, the head of the archives office, and this is Gillian, the
head of the mission office."

Lu Yuan's gaze swept over, and several people, matching them with their names one by one,
nodded slightly at them.

Only Gillian is female, the others are male.

Lu Yuan observed them, and did not read any special expression fluctuations from their faces.

It's normal to think about it. If someone is alienated in it, they won't be so easy to show their feet,
otherwise how could they have not been discovered until now?

Lu Yuan greeted them while thinking about how to find alienated people from these five people.

The easiest way is to be in the same room with them one by one. As long as the Evolution Cube

changes when facing a single person, it is basically inseparable.

Just to find a reason to be alone in a room with them, you still need to consider it carefully.
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"Elder Lu, logically speaking, you guys just came to Yali City, we should pick up the dust for you.
But because of the serious alienation phenomenon during this period, especially at night, people
disappear frequently. For this reason, we have The night is the busiest. So I’m afraid I won’t be able

to catch the wind and dust for you."

When Lu Yuan was thinking, Sha Jian said apologetically.

Lu Yuan returned to his senses and smiled and said, "Well, it is important to deal with the alienation
phenomenon..."

After that, Lu Yuan was taken aback for a moment, a little surprised: "Have you been working
overtime for a few nights recently?"

Hearing this, Sha Jian was stunned. He was a little puzzled why Lu Yuan would ask this. He nodded:
"Yes, Elder Lu, is there any problem?"

Lu Yuan was a little surprised.

If they are all working overtime, who did the disappearing person get it?

Isn't the evolutionary cube shaking about alienation?

But even Tong Menghan has confirmed that it has something to do with alienation. Could it be that
in the real world, there is a real reason for the shock, not because of alienation?

With thoughts flying in Lu Yuan's heart, he smiled and shook his head:

"It's nothing, I just think that you, as the night watchman, are quite conscientious."

Hearing this, all of them smiled.

"This is our responsibility, as it should be."

Lu Yuan nodded.

Sha Jian opened his mouth again:

"Or, let's go back first and ask Bernie to report to you Elder Lu about the specific situation of this
alienation? There may be clues in the file."

As a phenomenon of alienation, files are generally created.

As the head of the archives office, Bernie is naturally responsible for this kind of thing.



Lu Yuan glanced at Bernie with a stern face, and nodded slightly:

"Also."

He was thinking about how to get along with them alone, but now it seems that there is just a

chance.

First determine if this Bernie is the one who shakes the Evolution Cube.

Everyone returned to the tall building.

Sha Jian was very busy because of this alienation event, so Bernie took Lu Yuan and Flamming to
the archives hall, and they each left to go back to work.

The office of the archives hall is on the second floor.

Lu Yuan, the Flemish people followed Bernie, who didn’t speak much, and soon came to a huge
room full of documents. Bernie asked them to find out a few documents, handed them to Lu Yuan,
and smiled. :

"This is the archive about this alienation phenomenon."

Lu Yuan nodded, and glanced at Fleming's group:

"Look at it all."

Flamming nodded solemnly.

They are obviously more experienced in understanding and analyzing archives than Lu Yuan.

And Lu Yuan is now sure that Bernie is not an alienated person.

At the very least, at close range, the Evolution Cube did not tremble against Bernie.

It seems that it is a few other people.

Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes, flipping through the files.

He was thinking of another question in his mind.

If the alien in the Night Watch Division was not present when the alienation phenomenon occurred,
does that mean that the alienation phenomenon this time has nothing to do with this guy?

Or is it an associate relationship?



Alienators who occupy a high position in the Night's Watch branch cover for those who cause

alienation?

If there is really an accomplice, then it would be inconvenient for him to do it now.

This will only stun the snake and hide the people who are really alienated.

Only after finding them all can we catch them all in one go.

First confirm who it is.

The archives show that this alienation phenomenon began 37 days ago. At the beginning, the
number of missing persons was very small, only a few scattered, mostly homeless.

Then the number of missing people increased and even expanded to the entire city.

All the missing people could not be found anywhere, as if they had evaporated out of thin air,
leaving no clues.

For this, Lu Yuan was not surprised, even the genetic warrior had many methods to make a person
evaporate silently, not to mention even more weird alienation?

At the beginning, the night watchman division thought it was not a big deal. It was not until a
high-ranking warlord also disappeared that they realized the seriousness of the matter, and then sent
a message to the headquarters for help.

The files in the files only recorded the information and addresses of the missing people. Because
there were so many people, some people just recorded their names and living areas roughly, and
made necessary statistics.

There is not much useful information about the phenomenon of alienation.

Lu Yuan finished flipping through the archives, and looked at several people in Framing who were
discussing the archive information: "How?"

Fleming opened the mouth and said: "My lord, in the regional distribution statistics of victims in the
archives, the area where missing people first appeared is the Southern District. I think I should go
there to see."

Bernie said in a gentle voice:

"With all due respect, our branch has also thought about this. Someone has been there before, but
nothing has been found... and the area where Gao Yu had disappeared before was the northern area
farthest from the southern area."



Gao Yu is the missing war-sage-class night watchman.

Fleming said with a smile:

"I know you have investigated, but who knows if you missed any information? Since you asked

people from our headquarters to come and help, it means that we are still more professional than you,
right?"

Bernie's face froze, and a look of discomfort appeared on his face.

Flamming almost pointed to his nose and said that the night watchmen in your branch are all rubbish,
and the people in our headquarters can definitely investigate things that you can't find out.

As one of the senior managers of the branch, it is strange that Bernie can be in a good mood.

However, Bernie didn't say much, he just nodded: "If that's the case, then follow your instructions,
Captain Fleming."

Flaming smiled and nodded, and looked at Lu Yuan on the side: "Elder Lu, I think we need the
operatives from their branch to help us. Our manpower is still a little short."

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows and smiled, "Then go to Captain Tang Fei."

Lu Yuan just wanted to determine whether Tang Fei was hiding the phenomenon of alienation.

Lu Yuan turned to say goodbye to Bernie and walked towards Tang Fei's office.

The night watchman action team has always been the largest department in the entire night
watchman organization, and the Yali City branch also occupies the 3rd to 8th floors of the office.

Tang Fei's office is on the 8th floor.

Lu Yuan took Flaming and the others to the door of Tang Fei's office on the 8th floor.

Lu Yuan knocked on the door, and Tang Fei's voice soon sounded in the office.

"Come in."

Lu Yuan opened the door, walked in, and found that Tang Fei was sitting behind his desk working
with documents, his expression a little tired.

As soon as Lu Yuan entered the room, he felt the shock of Evolution Cube.



A gleam of light flashed in his eyes, looking at Tang Fei who was pretty- looking, good fellow, was
it you?

However, Lu Yuan did not completely relax his vigilance. After all, Tang Fei had been there and the
alienation phenomenon was still taking place. That might mean that Tang Fei was not alone in being
an alienator.

So the shock brought by Evolution Cube before was not necessarily only influenced by Tang Fei.

The other three people may not necessarily be alienators.

Lu Yuan felt that he had to check them too before he could rest assured.

When Lu Yuan was thinking, Tang Fei smiled and said:

"It turned out to be Elder Lu, I don't know what you are looking for with me?"

Lu Yuan glanced at Fleming who was following him in, and smiled:

"My people want to ask your operatives to help, don't know if it's okay?"

A wry smile appeared on Tang Fei's face:

"If it is usual, I will certainly be fine, but Elder Lu, you also know that the alienation phenomenon

has been severe recently, and our manpower is a little short. Everyone has already been sent out...
I am afraid there is no manpower now."

Flamming had expected this, and smiled and said:

"Chief Tang, we plan to go to the Southern District. If necessary, please cooperate with our brothers
who happen to be in the Southern District."

Hearing this, Tang Fei was taken aback, then smiled:

"If that's the case, it's really okay. I will tell you the contact information of several captains in the
Southern District."

Having said that, Tang Fei told Lu Yuan and Fulamming how the captain of the night watch squad

who was doing the task in the southern district had acted.

After that, Tang Fei smiled and said:

"Elder Lu, is there anything else?"



Lu Yuan looked at Tang Fei and smiled: "No, then I won't bother you."

With that, Tang Fei and Flaming left the office, and Flaming closed the door easily.

After getting the contact information, a smile appeared on Fleming's face and grinned:

"Elder Lu, let's investigate first, so you can rest well. If you have any gains then, I will notify you
as soon as possible."

Lu Yuan smiled slightly: "Be careful."

Fulaming, Lin Hong and Xue Wang all nodded, then turned and left.

They did not notice that in the shadows of several people, shadows slowly merged into them.

Lu Yuan glanced at Tang Fei's closed office behind him, and narrowed his eyes slightly.

The kingdom of shadows revolved again, and a shadow slowly spread and merged into the room.

Lu Yuan planned to see if Tang Fei was the one who caused this alienation incident.

If not, then this matter is a little more complicated than he thought.

I am afraid there is more than one alienator or alienation here.

Thinking about hearing Li Qinghe's complaints before, Lu Yuan discovered that the recent
phenomenon of alienation seems to have really increased a lot?

What is the reason?

Lu Yuan shook his head, no longer thinking about it.

He planned to go to the mission hall and the offices of the minister and deputy minister on the roof
to see if the other three people had any special circumstances.

The first is Gillian, the person in charge of the mission office.

The task hall is located on the first floor. As the person in charge, Gillian naturally also has an
independent office. Lu Yuan knocked on the office door.

A gentle voice came from the door:

"Please come in."



Lu Yuan pushed the door and walked in, and saw Gillian sitting in the office drinking tea, looking
pretty leisurely.

As a separate department, the mission hall is indispensable to the night watchman, but it is not a
combat unit after all. There are many service personnel for non-gene warriors in the entire
department, and the overall combat power is the weakest among several departments, and it is also
the most leisurely.

Because there are important documents in the archives hall, UU reading www. uukanshu.com needs

someone to guard, and there are strong ones too, but in the mission hall, even the person in charge,
Gillian, is only new to the battle- sage level.

However, at the battle-sovereign level, the life span is close to a thousand years, which is a long
time for ordinary people. Although Gillian looks mature, she still looks very young overall, but she
has a unique charm in her youth and maturity.

Lu Yuan glanced at Gillian who was drinking tea, and couldn't help sighing that as the person in
charge of the task department, this person was quite leisurely enough.

Gillian didn't expect that Lu Yuan would come here to look for her. After a daze, she showed a
gentle smile and quickly stood up:

"It turned out to be Elder Lu, what can you do?"

Lu Yuan smiled: "It's okay. In the next period of time, I may stay in Yali City until I find the source
of the alienation, so I just wander around and learn about the next branch."

He can't say that he is here to see if you are alienated, right?

Lu Yuan can be sure that this Gillian is still normal, and the Evolution Cube has no fluctuations.

Hearing this, Gillian was stunned, thinking that what Lu Yuan had said before would stay in Yali
City for the next period of time. Elder Lu Yuan didn't seem to have a place to live? Is this implying

something?

Hmm... She looks so handsome and talented... Gillian has a coquettish look on her face, her eyes
are watery, and she speaks:

"If Elder Lu Yuan doesn't dislike it, I can live in my house during this period of time in Yali City.
I am the only one in my house. My husband died in the phenomenon of alienation before..."

Lu Yuan: "???"
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